A
ACTS
Average Cost To Serve
AIM
Abstraction Incentive Mechanism - a scheme devised by Ofwat to provide an
incentive for water companies to reduce the use at a small number of selected
sources that have the potential to cause environmental damage. The reductions
will only be made when river flows are low, there is allowance for the education to
be suspended under certain conditions e.g. if demand is very high or if the
alternative source is not available for any reason. The AIM is only proposed as a
reputational measure for AMP6 and is due to come in to force from April 2016 and
may be further developed for AMP7 when it may become a financial incentive.
AMP
Asset Management Period - the five-year period covered by a water company’s
business plan. These are numbered; with AMP1 referring to the first such planning
period after the water industry was privatized – i.e. the period from 1990 to 1995.
The current period (2015 – 2020) is known as AMP6, and the period for which we
are now starting to plan (2020 – 2025) will be AMP7.
AMR
Automated meter Reading
AONB
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
ARROW
Avoided, Reduced or Recovered in some Other Way (costs)
Assets
This cover-all term refers to all the pipework and equipment we run, including
water mains, sewers, treatment works and pumping stations.

B
BAG
Benefits Assessment Guidance (environmental benefits)
Blueprint for Water
A coalition of leading environmental organisations launched this document in
2006, setting out ten steps to sustainable water. The bodies included the National
Trust, RSPB and WWF.
BP
Business Plan (five years)

C
C17
Competition 17 - The Water Act 2014 will allow 1.2 million businesses and other
non-household customers of providers based mainly or wholly in England to
choose their supplier of water and wastewater retail services from April 2017.
Retail services include things like billing and customer services. At the moment only
a limited number of non-household customers across England and Wales can
choose their retailer. The new market will be the largest retail water market in the
world. Customers will be able to shop around and switch to the best deal. Investors
and retailers will have new opportunities for growth. And the environment will
benefit from customers using new water efficient services. The UK Government is
committed to delivering the new market. It set up ‘Open Water’, a single
programme of work that brings together all of the key organisations to design and
deliver the new market. These include the Department for Environment Food and
Rural Affairs, Ofwat and Market Operator Services Limited – a private company
owned by market participants. Thames Water has a programme of business
readiness for Competition 2017, to ensure we are ready for market opening from
April 2017.

Capex
Capital expenditure - Pay for new equipment and investment on the network. This
includes building of new treatment works, laying new pipes and construction of
new sources of self-generated renewable energy. This investment is known as
capital expenditure or CAPEX.
CAPM
Capital Asset Pricing Model
CCD
Current Cost Depreciation
CCG
Customer Challenge Group

CCW
The customer watchdog for the water sector.
CIS
Capital Incentive Scheme - independent local groups of customer representatives
and other stakeholders. They have been established for the Price Review process
to provide challenge to water companies’ business plans. The CCG should ensure
that local and regional issues are properly considered and that the views of the
company’s entire customer base are taken into account.
CMA
Competition and Markets Authority - an independent non-ministerial department
tasked with promoting competition for the benefit of consumers, both within and
outside the UK. Its aim is to make markets work well for consumers, businesses and
the economy. Water companies have the right to appeal Ofwat’s Price
Determinations to the CMA is they are unable to accept Ofwat’s determination.
The CMA can also be involved in competition investigations.
CMP
Customer Metering Programme
CPI
Consumer Prices Index - a measure of economic inflation based on a set series of
goods and services set by the Office for National Statistics. This is the headline
measure of inflation used in the Government’s target for inflation.
CSAT
Short for ‘customer satisfaction’, this refers to the qualitative component of the
SIM measure.
CSOs
Combined Sewer Overflows - these systems allow wastewater to overspill into
watercourses when the sewer system reaches its capacity. CSOs can therefore
cause pollution of rivers and streams.

D
DBP
Draft Business Plan
DCLG
Department for Communities and Local Government
Defra
Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs - the Government
department responsible for issues including the natural environment,
environmental protection and pollution control.
Discharge consents
Each sewage treatment works has its own discharge consent, set by the
Environment Agency, which defines the quality of treated effluent we are
permitted to discharge to the relevant watercourse.
Dividends
Amounts paid to our shareholders to reward them for the capital that they have
invested in the company.
Drinking water quality compliance
Our water is tested against 50 different elements to determine the microbiological,
chemical, radiological and aesthetic qualities of it. These standards are outlined in
the legislation to protect public health and our compliance is monitored by the
DWI. Results from water samples collected at our treatment works, service
reservoirs and customer taps are compared to these quality standards and any
failures are then reported to the DWI.
DWI
Drinking Water Inspectorate - regulates drinking water quality in England and
Wales.

E
EFG
Environmental Focus Group
ELL
Economic level of leakage - the level at which it would cost more to make further
reductions than to increase supply or reduce demand by other means – for
example, by developing a new water source. The calculation takes into account
environmental and social costs, as well as financial ones, and can therefore vary
with time and between areas.
EA
Environment Agency - regulates our impact on the natural environment – for
example, by controlling how much water we can take and the quality to which we
must treat sewage.

F
FBP
Final Business Plan - the version we will submit to Ofwat ahead of the Price Review.
They will use this to decide what price we can charge our customers.
FD
Final Determination - Ofwat’s final decision on what a water company can spend
on improving and maintaining its assets over the following five years. This also sets
the upper limits for the bills it can charge its customers during that period.
FPL
Future Price Limits

G
Gearing
Mix of debt and equity
Gearing ratio
Debt/Regulatory Capital Value
GIS
Geographical Information System

H
Household premises
Premises in which, or in any part of which, a person has his home (Defined in the
Water Industry Act 1991 and Ofwat guidance on eligibility)

I
IDoK
Interim Determination of k
IMD
Index of Multiple Deprivation
Infrastructure and non-infrastructure assets
* Infrastructure assets are mainly our below-ground assets, such as pipes, water
mains, sewers, dams and reservoirs.
* Non-Infrastructure assets are those mainly found above ground, such as water
and sewage treatment works, pumping stations, laboratories and workshops.
IRC
Infrastructure Renewals Charge
Instrument of Appointment
Water companies operating the public water networks hold appointments as water
undertakers, and those operating the public wastewater networks hold
appointments as sewerage undertakers, for the purposes of the Water Industry Act
1991. They also supply water and wastewater services direct to household and
non-household customers who are connected to their networks.

K
k
Annual real price adjustment to RPI. This refers to the above-inflation (RPI) price
rise a water firm is allowed to charge customers.

L
LSOAs
Layer Super Output Areas

M
MCA
multi criteria analysis
MOSL
Market Operator Services Ltd - The Water Act 2014 established the framework to
create a retail market for non-household water and wastewater customers in
England, which the ‘Open Water’ programme is due to deliver in April 2017.
Delivery of the programme is the responsibility of Defra, Ofwat and Market
Operator Services Ltd (MOSL). The partners are working together closely to ensure
that the market opens on time, within budget and operates effectively. MOSL is
responsible for delivering the systems, processes and interfaces required to enable
the new market to operate. Key to this is the core ‘Central Market Operating
System’ (CMOS) and the rules and codes on which the market will be based. MOSL
has also taken on a number of significant responsibilities from Open Water
Markets Ltd (OWML), which was wound down in July 2015. MOSL was created in
October 2014 as a private business, limited by guarantee. It is owned by its
members, currently 24 of 31 eligible companies.
MZC
Mean zonal compliance – a measure of water quality

N
Natural England
The Government’s advisor on the natural environment, whose role includes
managing wildlife and protecting Sites of Special Scientific Interest.
NEP
National Environment Programme - list of environmental improvement schemes
that ensure that water companies meet European and national targets related to
water.

O
ODI
Outcome Delivery Incentive - a collective term for the financial incentives – positive
and negative – that Ofwat has applied to the delivery of our five-year plan.
‘Rewards’ allow us to charge more over the next five years (in this case, 20202025), while ‘penalties’ allows us to charge less. Some of these ODIs measure
performance in each of the five years of our current plan, while others apply only
to the whole five years.
ODI Cap
Top of reward
ODI Collar
Bottom of penalty
ODI Deadband
Where neither reward nor penalty applies
Ofwat
The economic regulator of the water and sewerage industry in England and Wales.
OPA
Overall Performance Assessment - This was a former measure of water company
performance, devised by Ofwat, which reflected the broad range of services we
provided to customers. This has now been replaced by SIM – the Service Incentive
Mechanism.
Open Water
A national programme of work that brings together key organisations to deliver
changes which, from April 2017, will allow all non-household customers in England
and Wales to choose their water and wastewater retailer.

Opex
Operating expenditure - Pay for the day-to-day operations of our business, such as
operating and maintaining our network and treatment works, paying our staff and
our energy bills.
Outcomes
These are the basic long-term services and benefits a water company aims to
provide for customers in their current five-year plan and beyond.
OWML
Open Water Markets Ltd - a programme set up by the UK Government to deliver
the competitive market by April 2017. The key organisations responsible for
delivering the new market are Defra, Ofwat and MOSL. The programme was
overseen by Open Water Markets Limited (OWML) until August 2015, when its
activities were transitioned into MOSL and Ofwat.

P
PAYG
Pay As You Go which is ratio of operating expenditure (fast money because
recovered in year incurred) and capital expenditure (slow money because
recovered over the life time of the asset): for SEW 59/41
PCC
Per capita consumption (SEW highest)
Performance commitment
Outcome performance commitments that reflects customers’ views and priorities
of service.
Pitt Review
After the 2007 floods that swamped 55,000 homes, the Government
commissioned the Pitt Review to ensure it didn't happen again. It was chaired by
civil servant Sir Michael Pitt.
PE
Population Equivalent - served by a sewage works represents the local population,
plus a measurement of industrial effluent, expressed as an equivalent number of
people. For example, effluent from a local factory might equal that produced by
5,000 people. If the works also treats sewage from 2,000 residents, its PE would be
7,000.
Price Review
This process takes place every five years for water companies in England and
Wales. Ofwat reviews water companies’ business plans and sets the upper limits
they can charge their customers over the next five-year period. As part of this, it
sets the amount of money companies can invest in their assets over that period,
after scrutinising their business plans to ensure value for customers’ money.

PR09
Periodic or Price Review in 2009 for 2010-2015
PR14
Periodic or Price Review in 2014 for 2015-2020
PR16
2016 household retail price review - In the 2014 price review, Ofwat set separate
price controls for 2015-20 on each of the following activities; Wholesale water,
Wholesale wastewater, Household retail and Non-household retail. The form of the
non-household retail price controls was designed to protect customers for the two
years ahead of market opening and to provide backstop protection and a
comparison point for customers once the market is open. Ofwat is reviewing the
non-household retail price controls ahead of market opening in April 2017 via the
2016 household retail price review.2016 household retail price review.

PR19
Periodic or Price Review in 2019 for 2020-2025 - the process that will set prices for
the period 2020 to 2025. The last Price Review was held in 2014 and was therefore
known as PR14.
PSR
Priority Services Register

R
RAGS
Regulatory Accounting Guidelines
RAV
Regulatory Asset Value
RBR
Risk-Based Review - As part of the PR14 price review process, Ofwat carried out a
risk-based review of business plans. The risk-based review contained tests for high
quality business plans in key areas. In its Water 2020 consultation, Ofwat has
indicated it will adopt a similar approach for PR19.
Resilience
Ofwat has a new primary duty on resilience in the 2014 Water Act (specifically to
“further the resilience objective”). Resilience has been defined as “the ability to
cope with, and recover from, disruption, and anticipate trends and variability in
order to maintain services for people and protect the natural environment now
and in the future”.
Retail
This term refers to any water company activities that take place once water has
passed to the customer’s side of a property boundary. These include billing,
payment handling, debt management, meter reading and handling billing-related
calls.
RCM
Revenue Correction Mechanism

RCV
Regulatory Capital Value (assigned by government at time of privatisation)
represents the amount that we have invested that customers have not yet paid for.
This therefore represents the total capital value that has been invested.
- Decreased by depreciation (logging down)
- Increased by RPI and investment (logging up)
RORE
Rate Of Return on Equity
RPI
Retail Prices Index - an alternative measure of economic inflation to CPI. RPI is no
longer an official National Statistic, due to statistical flaws in the calculation of RPI.
However, it is still widely used, particularly in relation to index-linked gilts.

S
SAC
Special Area of Conservation (habitat)
SCP
Small Company Premium
SDS
Strategic Direction Statement - Our Strategic Direction Statement is our 25-year
plan. It outlines how we will respond to future challenges, such as climate change,
leakage and the need to conserve water.
- No longer required by Ofwat
- For SEW: “Clear Water”
SEA
Strategic Environmental Assessment (of WRMP)
SELL
Sustainable Economic Level of Leakage
- Ofwat report by Strategic Management Consultants (Oct 2012)
SEMD
Security and Emergency Measures Directive (investment required to comply with
DEFRA Advice Notes)

SIM
Service Incentive Mechanism - introduced by Ofwat to replace the OPA as a
measure of the service customers experience from their water company. It is now
in its second year.
• A quantitative measure awards penalty points for issues ranging from callers to
our customer centre receiving
an engaged tone, through to complaints.
• A qualitative measure is calculated via telephone interviews to assess the
satisfaction of customers who have
contacted us to resolve queries.
Social tariff
A social tariff is a small increase in bills for the majority of customers, which
reduces charges for those who most struggle to pay.
SOR
Statement Of Response (on submissions to WRMP)
SOSI
Security Of Supply Index (target headroom)
SPA
Special Protection Area (birds)
SSSI
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SEW has 25)
STW
Sewage treatment works.
SuDS
Sustainable drainage systems encourage rain to soak into the soil, rather than run
into our sewers – examples include grassed roofs and porous paving.

T
Totex
Total expenditure - the mechanism, introduced in PR14 (price review 2014) for
planning and reporting capital (eg. buying a new car) and operational (repairing
your old car) spend. The object is to achieve the optimum combination to deliver
the required business plan outcomes. It applies to both water and waste (i.e. our
wholesale business) but not to retail.
TUB
Temporary Use Ban (i.e. hose pipe ban)

U
UKWIR
UK Water Industry Research - provides a framework for the procurement of a
common research programme for UK water operators on "one voice" issues.

W
Water 2020
An Ofwat work programme, which aims to establish what will be required of water
and sewerage companies in the 2019 Price Review.
Water UK
The industry body representing member companies’ interests.
WACC
Weighted average cost of capital - The RCV is funded partly by shareholders
(equity), and partly by borrowing (debt). When we borrow money we need
to pay interest on the debt, and shareholders require dividends to reward them for
the capital they have invested in the company. The WACC reflects the appropriate
interest rate and return to shareholders, weighted by the appropriate proportions
of debt and equity.
WASC
Water and sewage company – provide both drinking water and sewerage services.
Water Act 2014
The water industry supplies goods and services which are essential to health,
wellbeing and economic stability. These services are coming under increasing
pressure as a result of a growing population and a changing climate. To meet these
challenges, UK Government saw the need to change the way water is managed. Its
aim was for water companies to be more innovative, more efficient and more
attentive to what their customers want. The ‘Water white paper’ and Water for
life: market reform proposals sets out the plans to deal with the challenges facing
the water industry, as well as encouraging better customer service and protection
for the environment. To implement some of the plans in the White Paper, the
Water Act 2014 received Royal Assent on 14 May 2014.

WFD
Water Framework Directive - for England and Wales is a major piece of European
legislation to improve and protect the quality of inland, estuary and coastal waters.
Wholesale
This term covers all water company activities that take place before water passes
the customer’s property boundary – resources management, abstraction,
treatment, distribution (water and sewer networks), sewage collection,
transportation, sewage treatment, sludge disposal and energy from waste.
WOC
Water only company - provide drinking water but not sewerage services.
WRC
Water Research Council
WRMP
Water Resources Management Plan - Every five years we review and update our
Water Resources Management Plan (WRMP) that sets out how we will maintain a
balance between the demand for water in our supply area against the available
water supplies, while ensuring the environment is protected. We submit the plan
to the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) and it is open to
a public consultation prior to publishing.
- SEW sent out to 1500+ but only about 100 responses (80 about reservoir)
- Last time EA challenged those of SEW (public inquiry), Thames (plan rejected) &
Portsmouth (plan withdrawn)
WRSE

Water Resources South East (England) - 8 companies - a group made up of water
companies, regulators and stakeholders. Its aim is to better co-ordinate and
integrate water resources planning across the region, ensuring the efficient
development of a best-value supply strategy over the next 50 years and beyond.
WRSE has close links with the equivalent Water Resources East Anglia (WREA)
group.
- Chaired by Howard Davidson
- Senior SEW representative: Paul Butler
- Usual SEW representative: Lee Dance
WRZ
Water Resource Zone - 8 in SEW
WTA
Willingness to accept
WTP
Willingness to pay
WTW
Water Treatment Works

